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Validity of the sonar equation and Babinet’s principle
for scattering in a stratified medium
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The sonar equation rests on the assumption that received sound pressure level after scattering can be
written in decibels as a sum of four terms: source level, transmission loss from the source to the
target, target strength, and transmission loss from the target to the receiver. This assumption is
generally not valid for scattering in a shallow water waveguide and can lead to large errors and
inconsistencies in estimating a target’s scattering properties as well as its limiting range of detection.
By application of coherent waveguide scattering theory, the sonar equation is found to become
approximately valid in a shallow water waveguide when the object’s complex scatter function is
roughly constant over the equivalent horizontal grazing angles6Dc spanned by the dominant
waveguide modes. This is approximately true~1! for all objects of spatial extentL and wavelength
l when 2Dc,l/2L and ~2! for spheres and certain other rounded objects in nonforward scatter
azimuths, even when~1! does not hold. The sonar equation may be made valid by lowering the
active frequency of operation in a waveguide. This is often desirable because it greatly simplifies the
analysis necessary for target classification and localization. Similarly, conditions are given for when
Babinet’s principle becomes approximately valid in a shallow water waveguide. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1499136#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Ft, 43.30.Gv, 43.30.Vh@DLB#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The sonar equation is the most widely used analyt
tool in applications of active sonar.1–5 It is typically em-
ployed to estimate a target’s scattering properties and lim
ing range of detection.1 The sonar equation, in its active form
for an omnidirectional source, rests on the assumption
received sound pressure level in decibels can be written
sum of four terms: source level, transmission loss from
source to the target, target strength, and transmission
from the target to the receiver. This assumption has two
lated implications:~1! that propagation and scattering effec
are completely factorable from each other, and~2! that a
linear combination of the incoherent quantities, targ
strength, transmission loss, and source level comple
specifies the sound pressure level at the receiver.

When this assumption is axiomatically adopted in
ocean waveguide, fundamental inconsistencies can o
when experimental data is examined. For example, the ta
strength of an object, which should be invariant, can v
significantly with range when experimentally estimated in
range-independent environment where the direct return
rives together with multiple returns from the wavegui
boundaries. This has been noted in the classic text,Physics of
Sound in the Sea.2 Regardless of this inconsistency, targ
strength is still used in that text to describe the scatter
properties of an object because a more fundamental appr
had not presented itself, just as it is still used today by m
practitioners of ocean acoustics.

a!Electronic mail: makris@mit.edu
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Our goal in the present paper is to~1! demonstrate tha
the assumption that the sonar equation rests on and its im
cations are not generally valid for scattering in a shall
water waveguide, and~2! provide conditions necessary fo
the sonar equation to become valid in a shallow wa
waveguide.6 In the process we show that the invariant sc
tering properties of an object in a waveguide cannot gen
ally be described by target strength, an incoherent quan
but rather require a coherent representation that arises
the fundamental waveguide scattering theory7,8 upon which
our analysis is based.

First developed in World War II,1,2 the sonar equation
analogous to the radar equation,is only valid when propaga-
tion and scattering dependencies are approximately se
rable. For example, given an omnidirectional point sour
and receiver in free space, propagation and scattering
separable when the source and receiver are in the farfiel
the target, where the incident as well as the scattered w
may be approximated as planar. The sonar equation h
long history of legitimate usage in deep water,1,2 where these
free-space conditions are effectively achieved in many pr
tical scenarios due to the significant time separation that
ten occurs between direct and surface reflected arrivals
the adiabatic nature of refraction in the ocean.

In continental shelf environments, referred to as shall
water waveguides in ocean acoustics, multiple reflecti
from the surface and bottom typically overlap andcoherently
interfere with each other and the direct arrival. No uniq
incident and scattered angle exists. To understand the im
cations for scattering, it is convenient to decompose the
cident field at a target in a waveguide from a farfield po
1797797/20/$19.00 © 2002 Acoustical Society of America
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 Redis
source, into modal plane waves. Each incident plane w
arrives with a specific elevation angle from the azimuth
the farfield source and then scatterscoherentlyfrom the tar-
get into outgoing plane waves in all elevation and azimut
angles. The target affects both the amplitude and phas
each scattered plane wave.This phase change cannot be d
scribed by an incoherent quantity such as target strength. At
a farfield receiver, the scattered field is thecoherentsum of
all scattered plane waves from all incident plane waves.
as waveguide propagation models must account for theco-
herent interference of multiple arrivals from a source to r
ceiver to accurately determine transmission loss, waveg
scattering models must account for thecoherentinterference
of all scattered waves from every wave incident on the
get. Propagation and scattering are in this waycoherently
convolved for objects submerged in a waveguide.

To establish when the sonar equation can be applied
shallow water waveguide, we calculate the scattered fi
from a variety of target types in various shallow wat
waveguides using a physics-based waveguide scatte
model7,8 that takes into account the coupling between pro
gation and scattering. We then compare the results to th
predicted by the sonar equation. The waveguide scatte
model, based on Green’s Theorem, expresses the scat
field in terms of normal modes, convenient for long-ran
propagation, and the plane wave scatter function of the
ject. The only assumptions needed for the waveguide sca
ing model to be valid are that the propagation medium
horizontally stratified and range independent, multiple sc
tering between the object and waveguide boundaries is
ligible, the object lies within a constant sound speed lay
and the range from the object to the source or receive
large enough that the scattered field can be expressed
linear function of the object’s plane wave scatter function

Under these conditions, the plane wave scatter func
of the object, which depends on absolute object orienta
and direction of both the incident and scattered plane wa
is the invariant quantity that describes the scattering pro
ties of an object in a waveguide. The scatter function i
coherent quantity. The object’s incoherent target strengt
simply 20 log of the scatter-function-magnitude-to-wa
number ratio. Target strength then only contains the am
tude but not the essential phase information necessar
describe the scattering process in a waveguide.

We show analytically that if the scatter function of th
object is approximately constant over the equivalent ang
spanned by the waveguide modes for the given bistatic
ometry, the scatter function of the object, which effective
couples the modes of the incident and scattered field, ca
factored with little error. This leads to an approximation f
the sound pressure level of the scattered field that is the s
equation. Many rounded objects, such as spheres and ce
spheroids, exhibit this behavior in nonforward scatter. F
homogeneous objects, such as plates and disks, are the
highly directional convex targets. These have nonunifo
scatter functions with strong main lobes in the forward a
backscatter directions of diffraction-limited angular wid
l/L, for l/L!1, whereL is the object’s length andl the
wavelength. Other targets that are nonconvex or inhomo
1798 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratil
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neous, for example, may have a narrower scatter func
main lobe due to interference from distinct parts of the t
get. In the limit, the scatter function of an object consisti
solely of two point scatterers separated byL has the narrow-
est main lobe of angular widthl/2L. When the angular
width of the object’s scatter function main lobe is mu
smaller than that spanned by the propagating modes6Dc
about the horizontal, which is often limited by the critic
anglecc of the seabed beyond a few water column depths
range, the modes of the waveguide are scattered non
formly. This leads to strong coupling between propagat
and scattering in both the forward and backscatter azimu
The sonar-equation approximation is found to be in err
often by tens of decibels, when applied to such highly dir
tional targets in shallow water waveguides.

These findings explain the physical basis for the discr
ancy noted in Ref. 9 between the sonar equation and a w
guide scattering model. Some special cases were previo
noted. For example, Ingenito pointed out that propagat
and scattering become factorable in a waveguide that s
ports only a single mode.7 Makris noted that this factoriza
tion is possible for compact objects, i.e., those withka
5pL/l!1.9 We note that the sonar equation is always va
for compact pressure-release objects since the scattered
is effectively omnidirectional, but is more approximate f
rigid compact objects since their scattered fields alw
maintain some directionality aska decreases.

As a general conclusion, we find thatthe sonar equation
is valid when the target’s scatter function is roughly consta
over the equivalent horizontal grazing angles6Dc spanned
by the dominant waveguide modes. This is approximately
true ~1! for all objects when 2Dc,l/2L and~2! for spheres
and certain other rounded objects in nonforward scatter
muths even when~1! does not hold. For homogeneous co
vex objects condition~1! is the less stringent 2Dc,l/L. A
quantitative definition ofDc is provided in Sec. III B. It
should be noted thatDc is range dependent in realistic ocea
waveguides and is not necessarily equal to the critical an
cc. This is true even in Pekeris waveguides at small ran
where the leaky modes with elevation angles larger thancc

make substantial contribution to the scattered field and
long ranges where modal stripping reduces the domin
modes to elevation angles much smaller thancc.

This conclusion is significant because, in an active s
nario, the sonar operator has the ability to lower the f
quency of transmission until the target’s scatter function
comes approximately constant over6Dc. The sonar
equation then becomes a valid approximation whenf
,c/(4L Dc). Operating in this frequency regime is des
able because when the sonar equation is valid, only a si
parameter is necessary to characterize the scattering pro
ties of the target for that measurement. This greatly sim
fies target classification by making the classic approach
estimating a single-parameter target strength valid in a s
low water waveguide. It also simplifies other problems su
as estimating target depth in a waveguide. When the so
equation is not valid, the problem of classifying the targ
becomes much more complicated. Up to 2(2N)2 parameters
would be necessary to characterize the scattering prope
al et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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of the target, for a waveguide that supportsN modes, because
the amplitude and phase of the object’s scatter func
would have to be determined for each incident and scatte
pairing of each mode’s equivalent up- and downgoing pla
wave elevation angles.

Babinet’s principle maintains that the forward scatter
fields of impenetrable objects that have identical projec
areas with respect to a given incident plane wave in f
space are asymptotically equal for largeka.10,12,13This also
holds true for some penetrable objects.10 For an object sub-
merged in a waveguide, the incident and scattered fields
often characterized by a wide angular spectrum of pl
waves. Despite this difference between waveguide and
space scattering, simulations in several typical shallow w
waveguides with a variety of targets types show that Ba
net’s principle can hold approximately in a waveguidein the
forward-scatter azimuthif the equivalent propagation angle
of the modes are sufficiently close to horizontal, as if oft
the case after long-range propagation in lossy media.
Babinet’s principle, objects that are large compared to
wavelength cast the same free space shadow as flat ob
with the same projected area. Since flat objects of highka are
the most directional, the sonar equation approximat
breaks down rapidly in a shallow water waveguide aska
increases beyond unity for scattering in theforward azimuth
for all object shapes, including spheres. Extreme cau
should then be used in applying the sonar equation in
ward scatter.

In Sec. II, we describe the waveguide scattering mo
that takes into account the coupling between propagation
scattering in a shallow water waveguide. A detailed deri
tion of the sonar equation from Green’s Theorem is provid
in Sec. III to show when propagation and scattering beco
decoupled and when incoherent target strength is sufficien
describe the scattering properties of an object in a wa
guide. Illustrative examples are presented in Sec. IV. Ba
net’s principle and issues involved with applying it in
waveguide are discussed in Sec. V.

II. WAVE-THEORETIC MODEL FOR 3-D SCATTERING
FROM AN OBJECT OF ARBITRARY SHAPE IN A
STRATIFIED MEDIUM

We adopt a wave-theoretic normal mode model based
Green’s Theorem for the field scattered by an object i
stratified medium, following Refs. 7 and 8. In the formul
tion, the origin of the coordinate system is placed at
object centroid. The source coordinates are defined byr0

5(x0 ,y0 ,z0) and the receiver coordinates byr5(x,y,z),
where the positivez axis points downward and normal to th
interface between horizontal strata. Spatial cylindri
(r,f,z) and spherical systems (r ,u,f) are defined byx
5r sin u cosf, y5r sin u sin f, z5r cosu, and r5x2

1y2. The horizontal grazing angle isc5p/22u. The hori-
zontal and vertical wave number components for thenth
mode are, respectively,jn5k sinan andgn5k cosan, where
an is the elevation angle of the mode measured from thz
axis. Here 0<an<p/2 so that the down- and upgoing plan
wave components of each mode will then have eleva
anglesan andp2an , respectively. The corresponding ve
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.
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tical wave number of the down and upgoing components
the nth mode aregn and 2gn, respectively, where Re$gn%
>0. Moreover,k25jn

21gn
2, and the wave number magn

tudek equals the angular frequencyv divided by the sound
speedc in the object layer. For economy, the notation of R
11 is used here and in the remainder of this article. Figur
of Ref. 11 shows the geometry of spatial and wave num
coordinates.

The spectral component of the scattered field from
object at the origin for a source atr0 and a receiver atr is

Fs~r ur0!5A (
m51

Mmax

(
n51

Mmax ~4p!2

k

3@Am~r !An~r0!S~p2am ,b;an ,b i !

2Bm~r !An~r0!S~am ,b;an ,b i !

2Am~r !Bn~r0!S~p2am ,b;p2an ,b i !

1Bm~r !Bn~r0!S~am ,b;p2an ,b i !#, ~1!
where

Am~r !5
i

d~0!
~8pjmr!21/2um~z!Nm

~1!ei ~jmr1gmD2p/4!,

Bm~r !5
i

d~0!
~8pjmr!21/2um~z!Nm

~2!ei ~jmr2gmD2p/4!,

~2!

An~r0!5
i

d~z0!
~8pjnr0!21/2un~z0!Nn

~1!ei ~jnr01gnD2p/4!,

Bn~r0!5
i

d~z0!
~8pjnr0!21/2un~z0!Nn

~2!ei ~jnr02gnD2p/4!,

are the incident and scattered down- and upgoing plane w
amplitudes in the layer of the object,A is the source ampli-
tude,D is the depth of the object center from the sea surfa
d(z) is the density at depthz, un(z) are the mode functions
S(a,b,a i ,b i) is the object’s plane wave scatter function, a
Mmax is the mode number at which the series can be tr
cated and still accurately represent the field. The definition
the plane wave scatter function here follows that defined
Ref. 8, where the incident plane wave on the object is
scribed in terms of the direction it goes to so that for forwa
scatter in free spacea5a i , b5b i . The product ofe2 i2p f t

and the right hand side of Eq.~1! yields the time-harmonic
scattered field. The mode functions are normalized accord
to

dnm5E
2D

` um~z!un* ~z!

d~z!
dz, ~3!

and can be expressed in the layer of the object as

un~z!5Nn
~1!eign~z1D !2Nn

~2!e2 ign~z1D !, ~4!

whereNn
(1) andNn

(2) are normalization constants.
A more general expression than Eqs.~1!–~4!, for the

scattered field from an arbitrarily shaped object in a stratifi
medium, is given in Refs. 9 and 11 in terms of wave num
integrals. A number of assumptions have to be satisfied
the above formulation to be valid, as noted in Ref. 8.
particular, multiple scattering between the object and wa
1799: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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guide boundaries is negligible, the object lies within a lay
of constant sound speed, and the range from the objec
source or receiver must be large enough that the scatt
field can be approximated as a linear function of the obje
plane wave scatter function and by modal summations.

In Eq. ~1!, the field radiated by the source is decom
posed into modes incident on the object. Each incom
mode is composed of a pair of plane waves: one downgo
with amplitude An(r0) and one up-going with amplitud
Bn(r0) with incident elevation angles,an and p2an , re-
spectively. Each scattered mode is also composed of a pa
plane waves with amplitudeBm(r ) and elevation angleam

for the downgoing plane wave and amplitudeAm(r ) and el-
evation anglep2am for the upgoing plane wave.15 Each of
the four terms in Eq.~1! represents thecoherentscattering of
one of the two incoming plane wave components of thenth

FIG. 1. ~a! Scattering in a waveguide with only two modes. Each mode
composed of a downgoing and an up-going plane wave. Each incom
plane wave is scattered by the object into various outgoing plane waves
scattered fields from each incident plane wave are coherently superpos
form the total scattered field at the receiver.~b! Scattering in free space
Scattering by the object depends only on the direction of the source
receiver relative to the target in free space in the farfield.
1800 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratil
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mode, into one of the two outgoing plane wave compone
of the mth mode. The farfield physics of the interaction
determined by the scatter function that depends on the el
tion angles of both the incident and scattered plane wa
The scatter function is a coherent quantity that affects b
the amplitude and phase of the scattered plane waves.
scattered fields from each incident plane wave are cohere
superposed to form the total scattered field at the recei
The scattering process couples the modes so that propag
and scattering are coherently convolved for objects s
merged in a shallow water waveguide. A conceptual diagr
of scattering in a waveguide is given in Fig. 1~a! for a wave-
guide that excites only two modes.

We would like to point out some errata in Ref. 8. In Eq
~14!–~17! and ~37! of Ref. 8, the functionsBm and Bm8

*

should be replaced byAm andAm8
* respectively, in Eqs.~41!

and ~43!–~45!, the functionsBl and Bl* should be replaced
by Al and Al* respectively, and in Eqs.~14! and ~15!, the
anglesam and am8 should be replaced withp2am and p
2am8 respectively. In Eqs.~42!–~45!, the vertical wavenum-
ber g l should be replaced with2g l and the vertical wave-
number2gm should be replaced by1gm .15

III. THE SONAR EQUATION

A. Sonar equation model for the scattered field from
an object in free space

Here we derive the sonar equation from first princip
using Green’s theorem and some steps from Appendix A
Ref. 8. With the object centroid at the origin of the coord
nate system, let the coordinates of a point on the surfac
the object be defined byr t5(xt ,yt ,zt). Using the
Helmholtz–Kirchoff integral equation,12 the harmonic field
scattered by an object can be expressed as

Fs~r !52tAt
H @F i~r t!1Fs~r t!#

]G~r ur t!

]nt

2G~r ur t!
]

]nt

@F i~r t!1Fs~r t!#J dAt , ~5

whereG(r ur t) is the medium’s Green’s function andF i(r t)
is the incident field, each satisfying the Helmholtz equat
driven by a source at angular frequencyv52p f . The area
integral encloses the scatterer and the surface normal p
into the enclosed volume.

In free space, for a point source at locationr0 , the field
incident on the object is approximately planar forr 0@r t and
can be expressed as

F i~r t!5A eikur t2r0u

ur t2r0u
'Aeikr 0

r 0

eikr th~a i ,b i ,u t,f t!, ~6!

where (a i ,b i) is the direction the plane wave from th
source travels to, and the cosine between the direct
(u t ,f t) and (a i ,b i) is

h~a i ,b i ,u t,f t!5cosa icosu t1sin a isinu t cos~b i2f t!.
~7!

The Green’s function in free space is

s
g
he
to

nd
al et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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G~r ur t!5
1

4p

eikur2r tu

ur2r tu
'

1

4p

eikr

r
e2 ikr th~a,b,u t,f t!, ~8!
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where the last approximation is for a receiver so far from
object thatr @r t . By application of Green’s theorem, th
scattered field at this distant receiver then can be written
Fs~r !52A eikr 0

r 0

eikr

4pr
tAt

H S eikr th~a i ,b i ,u t,f t!1
r 0

A e2 ikr 0Fs~r t!D ]

]nt

e2 ikr th~a,b,u t,f t!

2e2 ikr th~a,b,u t,f t!
]

]nt
S eikr th~a i ,b i ,u t,f t!1

r 0

A e2 ikr 0Fs~r t!D J dAt . ~9!

By definition of the plane wave scatter functionS(a,b,a i ,b i), however, Eq.~9! can also be written as

Fs~r !5A eikr 0

r 0

eikr

kr
S~a,b,a i ,b i !, ~10!

in an object-centered coordinate system, which leads to the equality

S~a,b,a i ,b i !52
k

4p tAt
H S eikr th~a i ,b i ,u t,f t!1

r 0

A e2 ikr 0Fs~r t!D ]

]nt

e2 ikr th~a,b,u t,f t!

2e2 ikr th~a,b,u t,f t!
]

]nt
S eikr th~a i ,b i ,u t,f t!1

r 0

A e2 ikr 0Fs~r t! D J dAt , ~11!
ak-

s a
ea-
s-

e
her

q.
es.
ni-

of
rec-
that relates Eq.~9! directly to the Green’s theorem whenr
@r t .

Using the free space Green’s function, Eq.~8!, we can
write Eq. ~10! as

Fs~r !5A~4p!2G~0ur 0!G~r u0!
S~a,b,a i ,b i !

k
. ~12!

From Eq. ~12!, we see that the Green’s functions that d
scribe the propagation of waves from source to obj
G(0ur0) and from object to receiverG(r u0) are decoupled
from the scattering functionS(a,b,a i ,b i) of the object that
governs the scattering process. Only the directions of
source and the receiver relative to the object matter
farfield scattering in free space where propagation and s
tering effects become factorable from each other. The
proximation given in Eq.~12! is always valid in the farfield,
wherer , r 0.L2/l, and may be valid at much closer rang
for certain targets, such as spheres.9 The incident wave ef-
fectively arrives at the target as a plane wave propaga
from the direction of the source and the scattered wave a
point receiver behaves as a plane wave propagating from
target centroid. The scatter function of the target determi
how a plane wave from the source is scattered in the di
tion of the receiver.

It is important to notice that Eq.~12! is in the frequency
domain for a time harmonic source. If the source was bro
band with spectrumQ( f ), the received field would be th
inverse Fourier transform of the product ofQ( f ) and the
right-hand side of Eq.~12!. For a broadband source signal,
is impossible to separate scattering from propagation eve
free space. For a narrow band source,A'Q( f )d f .
-
t

e
r

at-
p-

g
he
he
s

c-

d-

in

Equation~10! can be recast as a sonar equation by t
ing 10 log of the squared magnitude of both sides,

10 logS uFs~r !u2

Pref
2 D 5SL2TL~0ur0!1TS2TL~r u0!, ~13!

wherePref51 mPa,r ref51 m, and

SL520 logU A
Prefr ref

U dB re 1 mPa at 1 m, ~14!

TL~0ur0!520 log
r 0

r ref

dB re 1 m, ~15!

TS520 logUS~a,b,a i ,b i !

kr ref
U dB re 1 m, ~16!

TL~0ur !520 log
r

r ref

dB re 1 m. ~17!

Following the sonar equation, the radiated sound ha
source level of SL, which is the sound pressure level m
sured at 1 m from the source. This is reduced by the tran
mission loss TL(r0u0), from source to target centroid. Th
level is augmented by the target strength TS, and furt
diminished by transmission loss TL(0ur ) from target centroid
to receiver. The level of the scattered field in decibels, E
~13!, is a linear combination of these incoherent quantiti
The incoherent target strength is obtained from the mag
tude of the free space scatter function following Eq.~16!. It
contains only the amplitude but not the phase information
the coherent scatter function and depends only on the di
1801: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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tion of the source and receiver, relative to the target. A c
ceptual diagram of free space scattering is given in Fig. 1~b!.

B. Application of the sonar equation in a waveguide

It is common practice when using the sonar equation
a waveguide to replace the transmission loss in free sp
with that in the waveguide.2 This can be done analytically b
replacing the free-space Green’s function with the wavegu
Green’s function in Eq.~12!. Using a modal formulation, the
Green’s function in the waveguide between a point at
origin 0 and a field point atr can be expressed as a sum
normal modes,

G~r u0!5
i

d~0!
~8p!21/2e2 ip/4 (

m

Mmax

um~z!um~0!
ei jmr

Ajmr
.

~18!

Using Eqs.~2! and~4!, we can express the Green’s functio
in the waveguide, Eq.~18!, as

G~r u0!5 (
m

Mmax

@Am~r !2Bm~r !#. ~19!

By reciprocity,

G~0ur0!5G~r0u0!5 (
n

Mmax

@An~r0!2Bn~r0!#. ~20!

Substituting the waveguide Green’s functions, Eqs.~19! and
~20! into Eq. ~12!, we obtain the sonar equation approxim
tion for the scattered field from an object in a waveguide

Fs~r ur0!5A~4p!2S (
n

Mmax

@An~r0!2Bn~r0!# D
3S (

m

Mmax

@Am~r !2Bm~r !# DS~a,b,a i ,b i !

k
. ~21!

The wave-theoretic model for object scattering in
waveguide, Eq.~1!, differs significantly from the sonar equa
tion model in Eq.~21!. In the waveguide scattering mode
the scattered field depends on the direction of each incom
and outgoing modal plane wave. Each incoming plane w
is coherentlyscattered to each outgoing plane wave by
object depending on the scatter function, which can v
with the azimuth and elevation angles of the incoming a
outgoing plane waves. In the sonar equation model, s
propagation and scattering are assumed to decouple, the
tered field depends only on the direction of the source
receiver relative to the object and not the direction of
individual modal plane waves.

The sonar equation~21! is a special case of the gener
coherent scattering formulation for a waveguide of Eq.~1!,
and so is only valid under restrictive conditions. If the scat
function remains constant over the horizontal grazing an
span of the waveguide modes6Dc for the given measure
ment scenario, the scatter function factors from the mo
sums of the waveguide scattering model, Eq.~1!, that then
reduces to the sonar equation, Eq.~21!. Propagation and
1802 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratil
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scattering are then separable, and the sonar equation
comes valid in a waveguide wherea and a i are approxi-
matelyp/2 in Eq. ~21!. Target strength, along with the othe
incoherent terms of the sonar equation, SL and TL, th
become sufficient to determine the scattered field leve
decibels. We approximate the horizontal grazing angle s
of the waveguide modes by

6Dc56S p

2
2aMmaxD , ~22!

where

aMmax
5tan21

jMmax

gMmax

. ~23!

Here Mmax and Dc are range-dependent, even in realis
range-independent waveguides, and tend to decrease
range due to attenuation from absorption and scattering
the ocean, following the process known as ‘‘mode str
ping.’’ This is significant because the sonar equation appro
mation improves asDc decreases for fixedl/L.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES IN SHALLOW WATER

We now use examples to illustrate the fact that the so
equation is valid when the scatter function is roughly co
stant over the equivalent horizontal grazing angles span
by the dominant waveguide modes. We show that the so
equation is generally a good approximation~1! for all objects
when 2Dc,l/2L, for homogeneous convex objects whe
2 Dc,l/L, and ~2! for spheres and certain other round
objects in nonforward scatter azimuths, even when~1! does
not hold. We proceed by analyzing active sonar examples
a variety of target types and shallow water waveguides w
both the sonar equation and the waveguide scattering mo

In all the illustrative examples, a water column of 100
depth is used to simulate a typical continental shelf envir
ment. The sound speed in the water column is isovelocit
1500 m/s with a constant density of 1 g/cm3 and attenuation
of 6.031025 dB/l. The seabed is either perfectly reflectin
or comprised of sand or silt half-spaces. The density, so
speed, and attenuation are taken to be 1.9 g/cm3, 1700 m/s,
and 0.8 dB/l for sand, 1.4 g/cm3, 1520 m/s, and 0.3 dB/l for
silt. The receiver is either colocated with the source, in wh
case we calculate the backscattered field whereb i50, b
5p, or in the forward azimuth of the object whereb i5b
50 and we calculate the forward scattered field. The sc
tered fields from a disk, sphere, spheroid, and composite
get are computed as a function of increasing range betw
source–receiver and object. In all the examples, the ra
increases along thex axis and depth along thez axis.

A. Effect of bottom type on the validity of the sonar
equation

We use examples to illustrate how the validity of th
sonar equation depends on the bottom type through the g
ing angle span of the waveguide modesDc. In a Pekeris
al et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 2. The backscattered field from an upright 10 m radius rigid circular disk at 300 Hz in Pekeris waveguides with~a! silt, ~b! sand, and~c! perfectly
reflecting bottoms, respectively, calculated using the waveguide scattering model, Eq.~1!, and compared to the sonar equation, Eq.~21!. The water depth is
100 m with the source–receiver and object at 50 m depth in the middle of the water column. The range increases along thex axis and depth along thez axis.
The circular disk is aligned with its plane normal to thex axis. The results are plotted in decibels, i.e., 20 loguFsu, as a function of increasing range betwee
the object and monostatic source–receiver. The source level is 0 dBre 1 mPa at 1 m.ka is 12.6 for this example.~d! The ratio 2Dc/(l/L) for the examples
given in ~a! and ~b!. For the perfectly reflecting waveguide 2Dc/(l/L) is 12.6. The sonar equation provides a good approximation to the scattered fi
the waveguide when 2Dc/(l/L),1.
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waveguide,Dc is bounded by the critical grazing angle
the bottomcc beyond a few waveguide depths in ran
where the leaky modes no longer contribute significantly
bottom with a large sound speed contrast relative to the w
column has a correspondingly largecc , Mmax and Dc. So
for fixed source frequency and object size, the sonar equa
approximation is expected to improve as this sound sp
contrast decreases. We show this by examining Pek
waveguides with silt, sand, and perfectly reflecting botto
that, respectively, exhibit an increase in sound speed c
trast.

The backscattered field from a homogeneous convex
ject, an upright 10 m radius rigid circular disk at 300 Hz,
plotted in Figs. 2~a!–~c! for the three bottom types. For thi
example, the productka5pL/l is 12.6, wherea is the ra-
dius of the disk, andka is the ratio of the object circumfer
ence to the wavelength. By applying Green’s theorem,
scatter function for the rigid circular disk is found to b
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.
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eFIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 2~b!, except the scattered field in the back azimuth
averaged over depth throughout the water column from 0 to 100 m.
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S~a,b,a i ,b i !52
i

2 S kL

2 D 2

sin a cosb circS kL

2
A~sin a i sin b i2sin a sin b!21~cosa i2cosa!2D , ~24!

FIG. 4. The magnitude of the plane wave scatter function 20 loguS(a,b,a i590°,b i50°)u for an upright rigid circular disk ofka512.6 is plotted as a
function of horizontal grazing~90°2a! and azimuthb angles of scattered plane waves for an incident plane wave traveling in the direction (90°2a i)
50°,b i50°. The scatter function is antisymmetric about the plane of the disk, as can be seen from Eq.~24!.
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where L52a is the diameter of the disk and circ(x)
52J1(x)/x. An alternative but equivalent derivation an
form for the scatter function can be found in Ref. 14.

As expected, the sonar equation matches the waveg
scattering model well in the Pekeris silt waveguide of F
2~a! beyond roughly 5 km range. In the Pekeris sand wa
guide, Fig. 2~b!, the difference between the sonar equat
and the waveguide scattering model is as much as 10
within a few kilometers range. The match, however, i
proves as the range increases. In the perfectly reflec
waveguide, Fig. 2~c!, the sonar equation overestimates t
scattered field level by as much as 20 dB. This error is m
than half the object’s maximum target strength of 36 dBre 1
m, which occurs monostatically at broadside. The scatte
field shows greater fluctuation with range for the sonar eq
tion approximation than for the waveguide scattering mod
This is true in all three waveguides.

In practice, measurements are often averaged o
space, time, or frequency to reduce the fluctuations that a
from waveguide interference. Less fluctuation with range
observed in both of the depth-averaged scattered field
Fig. 3 than in Fig. 2~b! for the sand bottom. The discrepanc
between the sonar equation and waveguide scattering m
remains, however, with differences as large as 10 dB
occurring within a few kilometers range.

The reason that the sonar equation is found to be a g
approximation for the silt beyond roughly 5 km but not t
sand or perfectly reflecting waveguides is that the condit
2 Dc,l/L only holds for the silt waveguide. This can b
seen by examining Fig. 2~d!, where the ratio 2Dc/(l/L) is
plotted. HereDc is computed from Eqs.~22! and ~23! at a
given receiver depth by determining the minimum value
Mmax at which the modal sum of Eq.~1! differs less than 1
dB from that of an infinite sum. TheDc used in the figures is
1804 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratil
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the average value over the receiver depth throughout the
ter column. For ranges beyond roughly 5 km in the silt wav
guide, the ratio is less than unity and the condition for t
sonar equation to be valid holds. Figure 2~d! also shows that
the condition is generally not satisfied in the sand wavegu
for the ranges shown. The condition is never satisfied in

FIG. 5. The magnitude of the plane wave scatter functionuS(a,b,a i ,b i

50°)u for an upright rigid circular disk ofka512.6 is plotted as a function
of the horizontal grazing angle~90°2a! of scattered plane waves in th
backscatter azimuthb5180° for several incident plane waves with horizo
tal grazing angles (90°2a i)50°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. The solid curve in thi
figure for broadside incidence@(90°2a i)50°# is a slice through Fig. 4 at
the backscatter azimuthb5180° of the scattered plane waves. The wid
l/L of the scatter function main lobe for broadside incidence is 14.3°
0.25 rad. Also shown is the critical grazing anglecc of the seabed in the
Pekeris slit waveguide of 9.3°, Pekeris sand waveguide of 28°, and
perfectly reflecting waveguide of 90°.
al et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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perfectly reflecting waveguide because the ratio 2Dc/(l/L)
is always 12.6. As expected, the performance of the so
equation improves with range in realistic ocean wavegui
becauseMmax andDc decrease due to modal stripping, as
evident in Figs. 2~a!, ~b!, and ~d!. Note thatDc can be de-
termined from Fig. 2~d! sincel/L50.25 rad or 14.3°, as ca
be seen from Figs. 4 and 5. Here the scatter function ma
tude is plotted for the upright disk, where the main lobe h
a minimum width ofl/L for a plane wave incident at broad
side, where (p/22a i)50.

To visualize why the sonar equation is not valid wh
the condition 2Dc,(l/L) does not hold, it is instructive to
plot the width of the bottom critical angle for each botto
type across the scatter function main lobe, as is done in
5. When the condition does not hold, the object scatters
dominant incident modes with widely varying amplitud
and the scatter function cannot be approximated as a con
over6Dc. In this case, both the magnitude and phase va
tions of the scatter function are important in describing
scattering process. The sonar equationoverestimatesthe
level of the scattered field because it depends only on
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.
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directions: those of the source and receiver relative to
object. The two relevant directions for the upright disk a
(p/22a i)50 andb i50 for the incident and (p/22a)50
andb5p for the scattered field. These correspond to glo
maxima in both the scatter function and target strength
can be seen in Fig. 5, which is inappropriately assigned to
incoming and outgoing directions by the sonar equation.

B. Effect of object size and frequency on the validity
of the sonar equation

In this section, we investigate sonar equation perf
mance as a function of object size and frequency for a ri
circular disk in various waveguides. At the highka of 62.8
shown in Figs. 6~a!, ~c!, and~e!, the object is large compare
to the wavelength and the sonar equation significantly ov
estimates the scattered field level. This is to be expec
from Fig. 6~g!, where the condition 2Dc,l/L is not satis-
fied in any of the waveguides. At the lowerka of 1.3, Figs.
6~b!, ~d!, and ~f!, the sonar equation provides a good a
proximation in all except the perfectly reflecting waveguid
Hz

FIG. 6. Similar to Figs. 2~a!–~c!, but for an upright rigid circular disk of~a! high and~b! low ka in the Pekeris silt waveguide,~c! high and~d! low ka in the
Pekeris sand waveguide, and~e! high and~f! low ka in the perfectly reflecting waveguide. The highka case corresponds to a disk of 10 m radius at 1500
with ka562.8 while the lowka case corresponds to a disk of 1 m radius at 300 Hz withka51.3. ~g! and~h! are similar to Fig. 2~d! but for ka of 62.8 and
1.3, respectively for the cases shown in~a!–~d! in the Pekeris silt and sand waveguides. The ratio 2Dc/(l/L)562.8 for ~e! with ka of 62.8 and
2 Dc/(l/L)51.3 for ~f! with ka of 1.3 in the perfectly reflecting waveguide.
1805: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 6. ~Continued.!
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which is consistent with the results of Fig. 6~h!, where the
condition is satisfied for the sand and silt waveguides for
ranges shown. This shows that the sonar equation ca
made valid for a given object and measurement geometr
1806 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratil
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lowering the frequency of operation. The scatter functio
for the high and lowka cases are plotted in Figs. 7~a! and
~b!, respectively. For the lowka case in the perfectly reflect
ing waveguide, the width of the scatter function lobe is on
e
FIG. 7. Similar to Fig. 5, but for an upright rigid circular disk of~a! ka562.8 and~b! ka51.3. The widthl/L of the scatter function main lobe for broadsid
incidence@(90°2a i)50°# is 2.9° or 0.05 rad forka562.8 and 143° or 2.5 rad forka51.3.
al et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 8. Similar to Figs. 2~a!–~c! but for a 10 m radius pressure-release sphere at 300 Hz in the~a! back and~b! forward azimuths in Pekeris silt waveguide
the ~c! back and~d! forward azimuths in Pekeris sand waveguide, and the~e! back and~f! forward azimuths in the perfectly reflecting waveguide.ka is 12.6
for this example.
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slightly smaller than the full grazing angle span of the wa
guide modes so the sonar equation provides only an or
of-magnitude approximation in backscatter.

In general, for pressure-release objects that are comp
small compared to the wavelength (ka!1), the sonar equa
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.
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tion approximation is always valid since the scattered field
effectively omnidirectional. For rigid objects that are com
pact, the sonar equation is still a good approximation, e
though their scattered field always maintains some direct
ality aska decreases.
1807: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 9. Similar to Fig. 4, but for a pressure-release sphere ofka512.6. The scatter function for the sphere is given by Eqs.~8! and~9! of Ref. 9 with f (n)
replaced by (21)nf (n) to convert from Ingenito’s definition to the standard one described in Ref. 8. It can also be obtained from Ref. 14.

FIG. 10. ~a! and ~c! are similar to Fig. 5, but for a pressure-release sphere ofka512.6 plotted in the back~b5180°! and forward~b50°! azimuths,
respectively, of the scattered plane waves. The solid curves in~a! and~c! for (90°2a i)50° are slices through Fig. 9 in the back and forward scatter azimu
respectively. The widthl/L of the scatter function main lobe is 14.3° or 0.25 rad in~c!. The phase of the scatter function for the solid curve@horizontal
incidence, (a i290°)50°] in ~a! and ~c! is shown in~b! and ~d!, respectively, which are in the back and forward scatter azimuths.
1808 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 11. Similar to Fig. 8, but for a pressure-release prolate spheroid of aspect ratio 2 with a major axis of 40 m and a minor axis of 20 m at 300
spheroid is aligned such that the incoming plane waves are incident at the bow aspect whereka512.6.
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C. Effect of orientation and shape of homogeneous
convex targets on the validity of the sonar
equation

In this section, we investigate the effect of orientati
and shape on the validity of the sonar equation for homo
neous convex objects. The effect of orientation is inve
gated by rotating the upright disk (ka512.56) of Sec. IV A
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.
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clockwise by 18° and 34°, respectively, about they axis. This
places the zero of the scatter function at the horizontal
can be seen by the inspection of Fig. 5, so that the sca
function experiences a phase change about the horizo
The difference between the scattered field and sonar equa
for the two rotated cases is almost identical to the unrota
case shown in Figs. 2~a!–~c!. The variation across the case
1809: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 12. Similar to Fig. 4, but for a pressure-release prolate spheroid of aspect ratio 2 with a major axis of 40 m and a minor axis of 20 m at 300
forward scatter direction is along the major axis. At the bow aspect of the spheroid,ka512.6. The scatter function for the spheroid is given by Eq.~11.38!
of Ref. 14.

FIG. 13. Similar to Figs. 10~a!–~d! but for a pressure-release prolate spheroid of aspect ratio 2 with a major axis of 40 m and a minor axis of 20 m
Hz. The forward scatter direction is along the major axis. At the bow aspect of the spheroid,ka512.6. The solid curves in~a! and~c! for (a i290°)50° are
slices through Fig. 12 at the backb5180°, and forwardb50° scatter azimuths, respectively, of the scattered plane waves. The widthl/L of the scatter
function main lobe at horizontal grazing incidence@(a i290°)50°# is 14.3° or 0.25 rad in~c!.
1810 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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is less than roughly 1 dB for ranges beyond 1 km, show
that the condition 2Dc,l/L, as shown in Fig. 2~d!, holds,
regardless of object orientation. This makes sense bec
the condition states that the sonar equation will be a g
approximation if the scatter function undergoes no m
than one oscillation within6Dc. This minimizes the
destructive interference possible in multimodal propagat
and scattering.

There are two limiting object shapes for homogeneo
convex objects, flat and rounded ones. Flat objects, suc
the disk examined in the previous section, are highly dir
tional scatterers whenka is large. In free space, they scatt
the strongest in specular and forward scatter directions.
sonar equation is only valid for flat objects when the con
tion 2Dc,l/L holds, as demonstrated in the previous s
tion for an upright disk and in this section for the rotat
disk. We note that the scattered field level in the forwa
azimuth is identical to that given in the back azimuth in Fig
2, 3, and 6 because the scatter function for the upright dis
antisymmetric about the plane of the disk, as can be see
Eq. ~24! and Fig. 4. The phase of the scatter function
constant over the main lobe, as can be seen in Eq.~24!. This
constancy over the main lobe is characteristic of flat obje
where the narrowest lobe is always the main lobe for bro
side incidence. Rectangular plate examples are investig
in Ref. 15.

When the condition 2Dc,l/L does not hold, the sona
equation can still be extremely accurate in nonforward s
ter azimuths for spheres and certain other rounded
smoothly varying convex objects. For these objects, the s
ter function is approximately uniform in nonforward dire
tions but has a main lobe in the forward direction of wid
l/L. This uniformity makes it possible to approximate t
scatter function in nonforward azimuths as a factorable c
stant over6Dc, making the sonar equation valid. The son
equation, however, will still only be valid in the forwar
scatter azimuth for spheres and rounded objects when 2Dc
,l/L holds because they behave like flat objects in forw
scatter by Babinet’s principle. These issues will be illustra
for two smoothly varying convex objects, the sphere and
prolate spheroid, in the same three waveguides examine
previous sections. Babinet’s principle will be discussed f
ther in Sec. V.

As expected, the sonar equation predicts the backs
tered field much more accurately than the forward scatte
field for both the sphere and the prolate spheroid, as sh
in Figs. 8 and 11, respectively, for the various waveguid
This can be explained by examining the scatter function o
sphere, given in Ref. 14 and plotted in Figs. 9 and 10. Fig
10~a! shows that the magnitude of the scatter function in
backscatter azimuth for the sphere is approximately cons
over6Dc in the Pekeris silt and sand waveguides, whereDc
can be determined from Fig. 2~d!. Figure 10~b! shows that
the phase of the scatter function varies by less thanp/4 over
6Dc and so can be considered effectively constant. T
means that the scatter function can be factored from
modal sum in Eq.~1! so that propagation is decoupled fro
scattering. The sonar equation then becomes valid in
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.
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backscatter direction for the sphere in the Pekeris sand
silt waveguides.

In the perfectly reflecting waveguide,Dc is p/2 rad or
90°. In this case, some higher-order modes at very st
incident grazing angles near 90°, for example, scatter m
stronger in the backscatter azimuth than the other mode
lower order that scatter more uniformly, as shown in F
10~a!. The phase of the scatter function also varies by m
than 180° overDc. As a result, scattering is not complete
decoupled from propagation and so the sonar equation
vides only a crude approximation in the backscatter azimu
as shown in Fig. 8~e!.

In the forward azimuth, the sphere scatters appro
mately as a flat object with the same projected area, by B
net’s principle, and so behaves like the disk of Fig. 2. Simi
conclusions can be drawn for the prolate spheroid from F

FIG. 14. Similar to Fig. 11~e!, but for a pressure-release prolate spheroid
aspect ratio 5 with a major axis of 20 m and a minor axis of 4 m at 300 Hz.
The spheroid is aligned such that the incoming plane waves are incide
the bow aspect whereka52.5.

FIG. 15. Similar to Fig. 5 but for a pressure-release prolate spheroid
aspect ratio 5 with a major axis of 20 m and a minor axis of 4 m at 300
in the backscatter azimuthb5180°. The forward scatter direction is alon
the major axis. At the bow aspect of the spheroid,ka52.5.
1811: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 16. Similar to Fig. 2~a! but for a ‘‘single object’’ comprised of two point scatterers with a separation of~a! L52 m and~b! L510 m, respectively, at 1500
Hz. ~c! The ratio 2Dc/(l/2L) for the examples given in~a! and~b!. The sonar equation provides a good approximation to the scattered field in the wave
when 2Dc/(l/2L),1.
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11–13. Its scatter function is given in Ref. 14.
The sonar equation can sometimes underestimate

scattered field depending on the object type, size, wavegu
and frequency. In Fig. 14, the sonar equation underestim
the backscattered field from a spheroid in a perfectly refle
ing waveguide by a small amount, roughly 3 dB. The so
equation assumes that the scatter function is constant
equal to that at the incident (p/22a i)50 and scattered
(p/22a)50 grazing angles in Fig. 15. This, however, co
responds to the backscatter minimum in the scatter func
plot and is not representative of all values within6Dc.

D. Nonconvex objects and fluctuating objects

The scatter function lobes for homogeneous convex
jects have minimum widths limited tol/L by diffraction.
For more general, potentially inhomogeneous, and nonc
vex objects, the scatter function lobes are limited by b
diffraction and interference from different parts of the obje
For example, a situation may arise where it is convenien
1812 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratil
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consider an aggregate of disjoint scatterers as a ‘‘single
ject’’ with a single scatter function. In the limiting case o
two point scatterers separated by lengthL normal to the in-
cident wave, the main lobe of this ‘‘single object’s’’ scatt
function has the narrowest width possiblel/(2L). The con-
dition for the sonar equation to become valid in a wavegu
then is the most stringent 2Dc,l/2L.

The scatter function for a ‘‘single object’’ comprised o
two point scatterers separated in depth by lengthL is
2 cos(pL@cosa i2cosa#/l) if the scatter function of each
point is unity. The field scattered from this ‘‘single object’’ i
given in Figs. 16~a! and~b! for point separations ofL52 m
andL510 m, respectively, at 1500 Hz using both the son
equation and waveguide scattering model. ForL52 m the
sonar equation is valid and matches the waveguide mo
because the condition 2Dc,l/2L is satisfied, as can be
seen in Fig. 16~c!. This condition is not satisfied for theL
510 m case, where the sonar equation is not valid, as ca
seen in Figs. 16~b! and ~c!.

For an object whose orientation is unknown or co
stantly varying, like a fluctuating target, a conservative c
al et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 17. Projected areas of a 10 m radius rigid circular disk, a 10 m ra
pressure-release sphere and a pressure-release prolate spheroid of
ratio 2 with a major axis of 40 m and a minor axis of 20 m are plotted a
function of horizontal grazing angleua i290°u of the incident plane waves
The orientation of the disk and spheroid are similar to Figs. 2 and 11.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.
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terion for the sonar equation’s validity in a waveguide
2 Dc,l/2Lmax whereLmax is the largest spatial extent of th
object, which may be composed of an aggregate of disjo
scatterers.

E. Forward scatter function and projected area for
homogeneous convex objects

According to the extinction or forward scatter theore
in free space,10,13,16 the scatter function of an object in th
forward direction at a given frequency is proportional to t
object’s projected area normal to the direction of propagat
of the incident wave for highka. The projected area of the 1
m radius rigid circular disk is largest for plane waves in
dent on the disk at horizontal grazing@(p/22a i)50#, as
shown in Figs. 5 and 7~a!. At other incident grazing angles
the projected area of the disk is smaller and the peak valu
the scatter function corresponding to forward scatter
creases. In addition, the width of the forward scatter lo
broadens since it is inversely related to the projected a
For a compact pressure-release object (ka!1) the scatter
function becomes omnidirectional.

s
spect
a

is
FIG. 18. The forward scattered field at 300 Hz calculated using the waveguide scattering model, Eq.~1!, from a 10 m radius pressure release sphere
compared to that from a rigid circular disk of radius 10 m in~a! Pekeris silt,~b! Pekeris sand, and~c! perfectly reflecting waveguides.ka is 12.6 for these
examples. The geometry of the setup is similar to Figs. 2 and 8, except that the receiver is in the forward azimuth.
1813: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 19. Similar to Figs. 18~a!–~c! but for a pressure-release prolate spheroid of aspect ratio 2 with a major axis of 40 m and a minor axis of 20 m an
circular disk of radius 10 m.ka is 12.6 for the disk and for the spheroid in the bow aspect in these examples. The geometry of the setup is similar
2 and 11, except that the receiver is in the forward azimuth.
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For the 10 m radius pressure-release sphere in
10~c!, the forward scatter function’s peak is constant beca
the projected area of the sphere is independent of the a
of incidence. This is not true for the pressure-release pro
spheroid in Fig. 13~c!, where the projected area increas
with the incident grazing angle. This causes the scatter fu
tion to have a forward scatter lobe with increasing peak a
plitude and decreasing width.

V. BABINET’S PRINCIPLE AND FORWARD
SCATTERED FIELD IN A WAVEGUIDE

Babinet’s principle maintains that the forward scatter
fields from impenetrable objects in free space with identi
projected areas are equal for largeka.10,13 This also holds
true for some penetrable objects.10 The forward scattered
field from a large object in free space interferes destructiv
with the incident field to form a shadow directly behind t
object. In the farfield, the intensity of the forward scatter
field is the same pattern as that diffracted through a hole
the same projected area as the object in a rigid wall. T
forward scattered field then only depends on the projec
area of the object. It is therefore possible to replace the
1814 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratil
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object by the largest 2-D cross section of the object norm
to the incident wave. This is Babinet’s principle. For e
ample, in free space, a sphere, and a circular disk of the s
radius, with the disk aligned normal to the incident wa
vector, have the same projected area, and hence iden
forward scattered fields whenka@1.

We find that Babinet’s principle is approximately val
in forward azimuthin a waveguide if the projected area o
the object does not vary significantly for incident pla
waves over6Dc. We stress that this holds in the forwar
azimuthbecause there is generally no unique forward dir
tion in a waveguide. This result is illustrated in Figs. 17–2
The projected areas for an upright disk, sphere, and pro
spheroid are shown as a function of horizontal grazing an
in Fig. 17, where the spheroid is oriented as in Sec. IV C.
three objects have the same projected area for a horizon
propagating plane wave. The spheroid deviates the m
from its flat counterpart, the disk, as the grazing an
changes. The corresponding values ofDc over range can be
determined from Fig. 2~d! for the sand and silt waveguides
and are typically less than 30°, where the variation in p
jected area is small for all three objects. For the perfec
al et al.: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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FIG. 20. Similar to Fig. 18 but at 1500 Hz.ka is 62.8 for these examples.
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reflecting waveguide, the variation in projected area is v
large for all three objects, sinceDc is 90°. Babinet’s prin-
ciple is then expected to be valid for these objects in the
and sand waveguides at highka, but not in the perfectly
reflecting waveguide. This is found to be the case in F
18–20, where in Figs. 18–19ka is not large enough for
Babinet’s principle to provide a better than crude approxim
tion, even in freespace.~The spheroid’s scatter function i
computed using spheroidal wave functions that are know
be numerically unstable for large arguments17 and so the
scattered field at the higherka value of 62.8 for the spheroid
is not shown.!

When Babinet’s principle holds in a waveguide, the s
nar equation will only be valid in the forward scatter azimu
if the condition 2Dc,l/2L is satisfied, regardless of obje
shape. This means that rounded objects such as spheres
no advantage over flat objects in attaining the sonar equa
in the forward azimuth in a waveguide.

VI. CONCLUSION

As a general conclusion, we find thatthe sonar equation
is valid when the target’s scatter function is roughly consta
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2002 Ratilal et al.
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over the equivalent horizontal grazing angles6Dc spanned
by the dominant waveguide modes. This is approximately
true ~1! for all objects when 2Dc,l/2L and~2! for spheres
and certain other rounded objects in nonforward scatter
muths, even when~1! does not hold. For homogeneous co
vex objects condition~1! is the less stringent 2Dc,l/L.

The sonar operator has the ability to lower the frequen
of transmission until the target’s scatter function becom
approximately constant over6Dc. The sonar equation the
becomes valid whenf ,c/(4L Dc). Operating in this fre-
quency regime is desirable because when the sonar equ
is valid, only a single-parameter, target strength, is neces
to characterize the scattering properties of the target. T
greatly simplifies target classification in a shallow wa
waveguide by making the traditional approach1,2 valid.

We find that Babinet’s principle is approximately val
in the forwardazimuthin a waveguide if the projected are
of the object does not vary significantly for incident pla
waves over6Dc. When Babinet’s principle holds in a
waveguide, the sonar equation will only be valid in the fo
ward scatter azimuth if the condition 2Dc,l/2L is satisfied
regardless of object shape. This means that rounded ob
such as spheres have no advantage over flat objects in a
1815: Sonar equation and Babinet’s principle in a stratified medium
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ing the sonar equation in the forward azimuth in a wa
guide.
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